
Claudia F.  
Muralist 
This was my first time hiring a Muralist, so I was a little nervous. Anne was quick to respond 
and very professional. Once we connected I didn’t feel the need to talk to anyone else. She made 
the whole process easy and her work is beautiful. She created exactly what I envisioned. Plus, 
she had to paint while in a pool and was totally ok with that. We plan to hire her again and would 
highly recommend to anyone. 
 
Elaine M.  
Muralist 
Anne painted a metal planter for inside our home. She re-created what was originally on the 
planter, by just a picture! It is exactly what we wanted and at a fair price. Anne responds quickly 
and is a pleasure to work with. We would highly recommend Anne for your project. 
 
Lindsey M.  
Anne made our wall mural dreams come true! We had soo many things we wanted to incorporate 
into the mural and Anne was able to make all of our visions a reality. Our office mural came out 
way better that expected . Anne, thank you so much! 
 
Ray M.  
Muralist 
Anne worked for me for two weeks. She was never late and always had a smile on her face. Her 
work was completed earlier then I expected. She had wonderful ideas of her own and helped me 
flesh out the few ideas that I had! Her work and her attitude were always professional. And the 
beauty of her art work is beyond compare. I now have a dining room with a beautiful Italian 
wine country mural accompanying all my meals! Everyone that sees it is amazed. Thank you so 
much Anne. 
 
Dayna R.  
Anne Giancola is a highly talented artist and masterful in creating some beautiful, one-of-a-kind 
murals, wall treatments or visual wall art for anyone looking to beautify their business, office, 
common areas, accent walls -- or in the home for a kid's room, kitchen, bathroom, over the 
fireplace or outdoors. . She also achieves artful hand painted furniture with her special glazes and 
decorative faux finishes. Anne is kind, easy and wonderful to work with and really listens to her 
clients. She has a true understanding of what it takes to create a warm and charming environment 
using her special techniques, strokes and artistry. You won't go wrong - I think she's the best in 
the industry. 
 
 
 

Nada Q.
Anne was a delight to work with. She gave a more reasonable quote as compared to other 
artists, she did sample boards for me, she arrived on time, responded to messages promptly, 
and then of course she painted a beautiful feature wall for us.

  

 

 

 

 


